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EtherCAT approach supported  
by key TSN switch vendors

Moxa, Hirschmann-Belden, Hilscher and Xilinx will implement  
EtherCAT TSN stream adaptation in their TSN switches

From left to right: Michael Zapke (Xilinx), Hans-Jürgen Hilscher (Hilscher), Stephan Kehrer (Hirschmann-Belden) 

and Martin Rostan (ETG) at the ETG press conference held during Hannover Messe
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today to build TSN switches with integrated EtherCAT bridges. That’s why it is 

a must for us to expand our gateway portfolio with this technology.” 

Christoph Fritsch, Industrial IoT, Scientific, & Medical Business Unit Director 

of Xilinx, explains the support from Xilinx as follows: “New automation 

technologies need embedded platforms with adaptable services and the right 

connectivity. TSN is a breakthrough that helps create new business models 

and EtherCAT’s impressive ecosystem provides proven field devices. That’s 

why Xilinx’s engineering teams and the networking specialist company SoC-e 

brought EtherCAT and TSN onto Xilinx® Zynq® SoCs for a successful deploy-

ment of TSN that has already been established today.” 

In November 2017 the EtherCAT Technology Group (ETG) became the first ma-

jor fieldbus organization to publish a TSN profile that specifies how EtherCAT 

will make use of TSN technologies. Now key TSN technology providers and 

major switch manufacturers have announced support for this approach: Moxa, 

Hirschmann, Hilscher and Xilinx will all implement the EtherCAT TSN stream 

adaptation functionality in their TSN switches and infrastructure products. 

This will allow users to directly connect EtherCAT slave devices and entire 

networks to heterogeneous TSN domains. The stream adaptation feature in 

the profile describes the use of standard TSN features and does not make 

any changes to TSN, nor does it require any changes to standard EtherCAT 

slave devices.

The EtherCAT Technology Group is coordinating the TSN-related EtherCAT 

specifications through a liaison with the IEEE 802.1 Working Group. As a 

result, the ETG Technical Working Group can access draft IEEE 802.1 spec-

ifications and ensure that the EtherCAT TSN profile follows all the latest 

developments.

For ETG Executive Director Martin Rostan, this shows that the ETG is on the 

right track with the organization’s TSN integration approach: “Even though 

TSN has not yet arrived in real-world applications, key technology providers 

have already committed themselves to the EtherCAT approach.” 

Jack Lin, Product Manager at Moxa, is convinced that TSN expands the field 

of possible EtherCAT applications: “Moxa is dedicated to driving the evolution 

of the manufacturing industry by actively developing innovative technologies 

like TSN. TSN technology ensures reliable delivery of critical data and opens up 

exciting new possibilities for EtherCAT. It is for this reason that we are strongly 

committed to providing support for the EtherCAT TSN approach.”

This is further underlined by Oliver Kleineberg, Global CTO of Industrial 

Networking with Hirschmann, a Belden Brand: “The TSN stream adaption 

functionality allows the proven and well established EtherCAT technology 

to seamlessly interface with TSN networks. This means EtherCAT can imme-

diately utilize the benefits of TSN networks, creating a feasible way forward 

to address the requirements of demanding automation applications now and 

in the future.”

Hilscher CEO Hans-Jürgen Hilscher adds: “Hilscher supported EtherCAT from 

the beginning and has seen big growth rates over the years. On the other side 

we see the upcoming TSN technology which brings us real-time Ethernet as 

part of an IEEE standard. Both technologies fit together perfectly and their 

combination is a great opportunity for the industrial communications market. 

With our network controller netX we already have the technology in-house 
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Shortly before Hannover Messe 2018, the ETG welcomed the robotics specialist 

company FPT Systems GmbH into the organization’s membership ranks. The 

EtherCAT Technology Group now counts 1,000 member companies in Germany 

alone. As the world’s biggest fieldbus organization, the ETG continues its strong 

growth, and the next milestone of 5,000 members worldwide is already within 

reach. This clearly demonstrates how the ETG is in a prime position at the in-

ternational level. To-date, more than half of the 4,800 ETG member companies 

are headquartered outside of Europe, with Asia holding its position as the fast-

est-growing region in the EtherCAT community.

The core business of FPT is the development of automation systems and indus-

trial robots. As specialized planners and general contractors, FPT handles all en-

gineering stages from plant planning through to implementation of production. 

ETG membership offers numerous advantages to companies who implement 

EtherCAT, Safety over EtherCAT and EtherCAT P, such as access to all specifica-

tions and the possibility to actively shape the developement of the technology.

Robotics specialist  
FPT Systems selects  
EtherCAT


